Comparison of myVITA, Academic Analytics, UM Scholars and Faculty Insight, and Academic Analytics Comparative Benchmarking Data
**myVITA**

**Purpose**
- Faculty information and evaluation tool with data sourced from institutional data sources and self-reported by faculty

**Access**
- Evaluation information – those involved in the evaluation process and those who have authority over the academic unit.
  - Faculty activities – depends upon the activity

---

**University of Missouri Faculty Scholars, Faculty Insight and Research Insight**

**Purpose**
- Finding faculty scholars within the University of Missouri or externally, showcasing the work of University of Missouri faculty, and identifying funding and honorific award opportunities

**Access**
- UM Faculty Scholars: Public website
- Faculty Insights: University of Missouri faculty
- Research Insight: University of Missouri research administrators

---

**Academic Analytics Comparative Benchmarking Suite**

**Purpose**
- Faculty productivity data; comparative based on discipline specific weighting of activities; externally validated and sourced

**Access**
- Academic Administrators including Deans and Chairs
myVITA

Faculty Included
- All tenured/tenure-track and ranked non-tenure track faculty (as defined CRR 310.035)
- Other academic titles including Research Associates and Post Docs
- Graduate Students

Faculty Placement
- Academic/tenure home
- Additional academic and administrative homes as secondary units

University of Missouri Faculty Scholars, Faculty Insight and Research Insight

Faculty Included
- Tenured/tenure-track faculty + Ranked Research including Law and Clinical Departments
- Ranked Clinical

Faculty Placement
- Academic/tenure home
- Additional academic and administrative homes as secondary units

Academic Analytics Comparative Benchmarking Suite

Faculty Included – based on previous Fall
- Departments – Tenured/Tenure-track faculty + Ranked Research faculty
- PhD Programs – Tenured/Tenure-track faculty/Doctoral faculty
- Currently DOES NOT INCLUDE – Law, Clinical Departments

Faculty Placement – based on previous Fall
- Departments – Tenure/Academic home
- PhD Programs – programs in which the faculty member is Doctoral (can serve as chair of Doctoral Committee)
myVITA

Faculty activities that are included:

- Teaching
- Scholarly Contributions and Creative Activities*
  - Article
  - Book, Score, Map
  - Book Chapter
  - Conference Proceeding
  - Creative Work and Production
  - Exhibition
  - Patent, Invention, Software
  - Presentation
  - Research Data Set
- Journal Editor
- Grants
- Continuing Education (delivered to external audience)
- Community Engagement, Broader Impacts
- Awards
- Service
* Can be In Progress, Submitted, Revise & Resubmit, Accepted, In Press, Completed/Published, and Work Discontinued

University of Missouri Faculty Scholars, Faculty Insight and Research Insight

Faculty activities that are included:

- Scholarly Activities*
  - Article (Since 2004)
  - Book (Since 2003)
  - Book Chapter
  - Conference Proceedings
- Grants (Since 2006)
- Awards (timeline varies)
- Clinical Trials (Since 1995 to present)
- Patents (since 1976)
- Educational Materials
- Continuing Education (delivered to external audience) and Community Engagement
- Published only

Academic Analytics Comparative Benchmarking Suite

Faculty activities that are included:

- Articles (4 year window)
- Citations (4 year window)
- Conference Proceedings (4 year window)
- Books (10 year window)
- Grants (Federal only, 5 year window)
- Awards (timeline varies)

Bolded items are in all three modules
Academic Analytics DETAILS Database

WHAT IS INCLUDED
- Article (Since 2004 to present)
- Citations (Since 2004 to present)
- Conference Proceedings (Since 2004 to present)
- Books (Since 2003 to present)
- Book Chapter (Since 2003 to present)
- Grants (Since 2006 to present)
- Awards (timeline varies)
- Clinical Trials (Since 1995 to present)
- Patents (since 1976 to present)

Academic Analytics Comparative

WHAT IS INCLUDED
- Articles (4 year window)
- Citations (4 year window)
- Conference Proceedings (4 year window)
- Books (10 year window)
- Grants (Federal only, 5 year window)
- Awards (timeline varies)